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Ynsteady tempemture distribution for Bow of an incompressible viaaoua fluid in a porous annulus has been investi- 
gated under the clsmmption that the rats of injection of the fluid a t  the inner cylinder isequal to  the ab of suction 
of the fluid a t  the outer one. Viscous dissipation ha8 been neglected while rate of heat generation in the fluid 
b e  been accounted for. An expreaeion for the temperature distribution has been obtained using Laplaoe trwform 
teohnique and teldng the temperatures of the boundaries to be funotions of time. 
Berman1 has obtained an ex&t solution of the problem of steady flow of a Y ~ U S  intompressible 
fluid through a porous anndue, when the rate of injection of the fluid a t  one boundary is equal 
to the rate of suction of the fluid at the other; Bhatnagar & Tikekar2 have discussed the tempera- 
ture distribution in a channel bounded by twa coaxial circular pipes with time depedent boundary 
temperatures, while Gaura has studied the unsteady temperature distribution for laminar flow in a 
porous straight channel. 
Neglecting viscous dissipation, the energy equation in cylindrical polar co-ordinates, (r, 6, $1, is 
where ec and u are the axial and radial velocities, A (= rfa) is the dimensionless radial co-ordinate, T ia 
the temperature of the fluid, and 'a' and 'b' are the radiua of the outer and inner cylinder respectively. 
The rest of the quantities have their usual meanings. 
I Under the assumption that the rate of injection of the fluid a t  the inner cylinder is equal to the rate 
of suction of the fluid at the outer one and these rates are uniform, T does not depend on x. The radial 
velocity is given by 
where a = bla, va and vb are the constant velocities of suction and injection at outer and inner cy- 
linder respectively. 
Equation (I), therefore, becomes 
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where 
Kt = R/(P CA , 
snd the initial and boundary conditions, are 
T = O ,  & = & I  t 
T = T, ( t )  1 A = u , t > O  
T = T2 ( t )  h = l , t > O  
where TI ( t )  and Tp ( t )  are some func$ions of time. 
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Adopting the usual L a p b  t r a n s f o ~ ~ ~ ~  techniqrie and assuming thagthe temperature and rate of 
heat generation, remain bounded as t + m, we can easily show that the preseni $roJlhrn - . c  admits the follow- 
ing solution U L  ; 
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and 
where Ipe/2  and K p e / z  are the modified Bessel functions of order Pe/2. 
. - 
P (s )  admits simple poles at s = - K' q!, +ere aj are the zeros of 
- 
Evaluating residues at these simple poles, we get-: 
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The polas of U (s) are also the same ; henoe proceeding in a similar manner, we obtain : 
li (I) = 2 K t r  aj2 [ 9' Ype/2 (a 0 aj) -J&r (a a aj) ype12 (a  
J 2 G 2  (a a aj) - J2pe/a (a aj )  - ] x j= 1 
X J ~ e p  (a aj) J ~ e / 2  (a a 9) exp (-Kt aZj t )  
- #%.i-, 
Substituting t h e e  values of B (t) and G ( t )  from (6) and (7) in (61, we h%ve : 
where Si (t) inaorpm.ten the boundary condition and the heat generation a t  the inner boundary and 
8. (1) at  the outer. Thus given these boundary conditions and the rate of heat generation in the fluid, 
we can specify the solution completely. 
The present investigation can be made use of for getting soms idea of the flow of oil through oil 
filters in vehicles operated in desert areas. The oil filter used in a jeep or truck is a pcwous annulus and the 
boundaries change temperature with time, as the vehicle moves. Flow of exhaust giees through abmrp- 
ter type of silencers, usually used in motor cycles, is another phenomenon, where the temperature 
changes a t  the boandaries take place withltime. 
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